Localization of the von Hippel-Lindau disease gene to a small region of chromosome 3.
We studied 25 families with von Hippel-Lindau disease (VHL) to locate VHL more precisely on chromosome 3. We found that VHL was linked to RAF1, confirming previous observations, and to two polymorphic DNA markers, D3S18 and D3S191. Multipoint linkage analysis indicated that the most likely location for VHL was in the interval between RAF1 and D3S18. D3S18 was located at 3p26. Genetic heterogeneity was not detected in this panel of von Hippel-Lindau disease families. The polymorphic markers RAF1, D3S18, and D3S191 should be useful in identifying asymptomatic gene carriers in VHL families and in guiding efforts at gene isolation.